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Abstract- The banking industry is one of the most important sectors of Indian economy that has continuously increasing its 

activities due to the rise of population. Today banks have diversified their activities by offering various products and services 

such as credit cards, debit card, home loan, equity and general insurance.We all know we are running in tough times due to 

this pandemic situation,to support middle class families the reserve bank of india announced a three month loan moratorium 

on Indian public sector banks. So,we decided to develop a rule based banking chatbot web application to collect statistical 

data,scenarios and the reasons why the customers applied for loan moratorium and when will they get back to normal 

situation.The economical condition of the customer during this pandemic situation.do the customers looking other options to 

settle their loan or want to continue and the application stores all the feedback/responses provided by the customer.Our work 

concentrates to develop a chatbot web application that will help the customers understand the various options available to 

them during this tough time. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

The number of people using the web is increasing day by 

day. Its usefulness is also growing in different parts of the 

world. One of the most powerful features of the web is its 

ability to allow anyone to browse the Internet. In terms of 

programming of these sites’ developers had until recently 

limited range of technology to choose from. These 

Technologies usually involved Common Gateway 

Interface (CGI) programming, JavaScript, and Microsoft’s 
active server pages. This paper demonstrates the use of 

Java Servlets and JDBC for developing these sites. 

 

A web application is software that runs on a server, which 

is typically a web browser. Unlike desktop software, web 

apps are not built-in to the operating system of their 

devices. A web application is generally coded using the 

languages supported by different types of browsers such as 

HTML, JavaScript. There are different types of web pages 

like static and dynamic web pages where static web pages 

do not require any processing of a server whereas the 

dynamic web pages require service side processing. The 
server provides the response for the task which is 

requested by client and uses the database to store 

information. 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
 

1. Chatbot: 

A chatbot is a type of software that enables users to 

communicate with each other using text or speech. Instead 

of having to deal with a live human agent, chatbot systems 

can perform various tasks and activities without requiring 

interaction with a human being. Unlike humans, chatbots 

can understand and interact with humans while performing 

certain tasks. They can also be employed as helpdesk 
executives.  

 

The first chatbot was created by Joseph Wiesenbaum in 

1966, named Eliza. It all started when Alan Turing 

published an article named “Computer Machinery and 

Intelligence”, and raised an intriguing question, “Can 

machine think?”, and ever since, we have seen multiple 

chatbots surpassing their predecessors to be more naturally 

conversant and technologically advanced.  

 

Almost all companies are now using chatbots to serve their 
customers. By 2020, 85% of the interactions will be 

handled by bots. 

 

2. Types of Chatbots: 

 Rule Based Chatbot 

 Natural Language Processing based Ai Chatbots  

 

3. Rule Based Chatbot:  

With this type of bot, communication Is based on 

predefined set of rules. User input must be conformed to 

pre-defined set of rules to get an answer. Often with such 
bots only buttons are used. Since No Artificial Intelligence 

is used here an open conversation is not possible. 

 

4. Client-Side Technologies: 

It is a program that runs on client machine/Browser which 

deals with the user interface. 
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The programming languages used in client-side 

programming are:  

 HTML 

 CSS 

 JAVASCRIPT 

 VBSCRIPT 

 AJAX 

 

HTML is an acronym for Hyper Text Mark Up Language 

which is used to write web pages. Originally, HTML was 

developed with the intent of defining the structure of 3 

documents like headings, paragraphs, lists, and so forth to 

facilitate the sharing of scientific information between 
researchers. Now, HTML is being widely used to format 

web pages with the help of different tags available in 

HTML language. 

 

CSS is an acronym for Cascading Style Sheet. It is defined 

as simple data language intended to simplify the process of 

making web pages presentable. 

 

JavaScript is a fully-fledged dynamic programming 

language that when applied to a HTML document can 

provide dynamic interactivity on the websites. JavaScript 

is the most used programming language in the world. 
Whether you are new to programming or have some 

experience with it, JavaScript is a great way to start. 

 

5. Server-Side Technologies: 

5.1 Java Servlet:  

5.1.1 Introduction: Java is a programming language that 

inherited its strong features from C++. Unlike C++, it does 

not require any special programming skills or hardware to 

run smoothly. It has a clean-up version of the C++ 

language. Java is platform independent. Its code is 

compiled into byte code and runs on every machine that 
has Java Virtual Machine installed. Another advantage of 

Java is its robust nature. 

 

5.2 Applications: 

A servlet is a module that sends requests to a web server. 

It is a generic extension to Java that enables developers to 

extend the capabilities of Java-based servers. Servlets are 

used for developing any type of web-related applications. 

One of the biggest applications that use servlets is 

developing e-commerce websites. 

 

 
Fig 1.Servlet Architecture 

III. METHODOLOGY 
 

This section describes different pieces of software used in 

this study and their configuration. It also describes the 

project by explaining components in it such as servlets, 

jdbc, html, css and javascript. 

  

1. Software Interfaces: 

All the pieces of software used in this study are 
compatible with and installed on windows operating 

system. The project was developed on eclipse ide for java 

enterprise developers 2005-2006. We used the Apache 

tomcat web server to run the application.  

 

I downloaded java servlet development kit 2.1 available 

from sun micro systems. For servlets to function properly, 

some of its features have to be configured before its use 

like its port number those servlets run and etc.I used mysql 

as my database. Mysql is an open-source relational 

database management system. This mysql supports sql 
commands/queries. Sql is an acronym for structured query 

language. 

 

IV. UML DIAGRAMS/SYSTEM DESIGN 
 

Figure 1 represents the Use case diagram for the web 

application, figure 2 represents the State Chart diagram for 
the web application, figure 3 represents the Activity 

diagram for the web application, figure 4 represents the 

Sequence diagram for the web application. 

 

 
 

Fig 2.Use Case Diagram  
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Fig 3.State Chart Diagram. 

 

 
Fig 4.Activity Diagram. 

 

V. RESULT/OUTPUT 
 

As stated, figure 1 and 2 represents a web application 

where our chatbot collects all the necessary information 

from the customer whereas figure 3 represents the 

database interface which stores all the information 

collected from the chatbot. 
 

 
Fig. 5.Rule Based Chatbot. 

 

 
Fig 6.Rule Based Chatbot (2) 
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Fig 7.Database Interface. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 
 

In the proposed work our chatbot is a rule-based banking 

chatbot where communication is through pre-defined set 

of rules. user input must be conformed to predefined set of 

rules to get an answer. As our future scope, we aim to 

work on Artificial intelligence bots, Unlike the rule-based 

bots these bots use neural networks to process natural 

language. This is where the term natural language 

processing (NLP) comes into existence.  

 
In natural language processing, after having learned a lot 

of examples they are able to make connections between 

questions that are asked in different ways. In a 

conversation form, it is called as conversational AI. 
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